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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,

Gender:

here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Scientific/Mathematic
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, the precise "chromosome numbers" of the Housefly
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect here =22/73)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQadarin)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, in the precise "chromosome numbers" of the Housefly
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect now again here =22/73)
and also within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53
=========================

===========================
* Please, absolutely note that
those "Sᡃ�gns" (="Ayatᡃ�na") emphasᡃ�zed ᡃ�n the above Verse
are thus dᡃ�rectly related to the "Remᡃ�nder" (="Dhᡃ�kra") hereᡃ�n, fᡃ�rst of all (= "Ayatᡃ�na" >>>>> "Dhᡃ�kra" =6/6869),
and "19" coded, "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" ᡃ�s that "Remᡃ�nder" (="Dhᡃ�kra") here (=74/2630, 31),
from the very Begᡃ�nnᡃ�ng!
===========================

So now, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive Chapter/Verse No. (=22/73),
in the QURAN TESTAMENT,
in which the precise "chromosome numbers" of the Housefly
has thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated by our LORD
first of all, now here thus:

ALLAH therein,

===============
73 O people, an example is set forth (here), so listen to it:
Those you call upon besides

ALLAH will not create (even) a "housefly" (="dhubaban")

(=i.e. starting up from its genetic material, e.g. "chromosome structure and related
all "most precise numbers" therein, first of all: 54/49 = 72/28 = 51/49) even if they all gathered to do so.
And if the "housefly" (="dhubabu") snatches away anything from them, they can not / will not rescue it from it.
(Thus) weak is both the seeker and the sought!

QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter/Verse No. 22/73
===============

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
http://www.walterreeves.com/uploads/chromosomesmtr.htm
http://eol.org/pages/730039/details
http://animals.howstuffworks.com/insects/housefly3.htm
VVVVVVVVVV
Chromosome Numbers of a "Housefly" (="Musca Domestica")
Diploid Number:

"12"
"6" & "6"

=i.e. it consists of
chromosomes
as/in perfect "pairs" therein. (=51/"49")

......... The "housefly" (=Musca domestica), is the most common of domestic flies.
Originally from central Asia, they are now one of the most widely distributed insects,
found associated with humans all over the world. ..........
......... "Houseflies" have compound eyes, which give them an ability to detect movements and
changing light patterns.
="Houseflies" have small hind wings which gives them a very good flight stability.
=The feet of a "housefly" are 10 million times more sensitive to sugar than human tongue.
="Houseflies" are equipped with glue oozing toepads and this helps them to walk upside down.
=A "housefly" beats its wings 200 times in a second, which is thrice faster than a humming bird.
="Houseflies" can travel a distance 300 times of their length in one second;
a jet travelling at the speed of sound can only travel 100 times its length in a second.
......... "Houseflies" can't bite or chew. So if forced to contend with something more solid,
like a grain of sugar or dried blood, they must employ a different tactic.
First, the "housefly" scrubs the dry food substance with the bristles on the end of its proboscis.
This frees up food particles, if they're not already loose and crumbly.
The second step can be compared to what happens when you add hot water to instant oatmeal 
only instead of hot water, the "housefly" adds a mixture of saliva and digestive juices.
The "housefly" injects saliva and digestive material onto its meal, and after a few seconds pass
for the juices to break down the food (*for thᡃ�s reason, others can not / wᡃ�ll not rescue the food from ᡃ�t when/ᡃ�f ᡃ�t already
snatched ᡃ�t away from them, because the "housefly" thus ᡃ�nstantly mᡃ�xed ᡃ�t up wᡃ�th ᡃ�ts salᡃ�va and dᡃ�gestᡃ�ve juᡃ�ces thereᡃ�n,
as ᡃ�t may have specᡃ�fᡃ�cally been ᡃ�ndᡃ�cated, also ᡃ�n thᡃ�s most specᡃ�fᡃ�c respect, fᡃ�rst of all, ᡃ�n the above Verse)
then the "housefly" sucks everything back up. .........

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
So now, here is that
most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No. above (="22/73")
in which
the precise "chromosome numbers" of the Housefly

have thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated by our LORD

ALLAH therein

above (="22/73")
in such a "Most

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS"

perfect Manner,

now here thus:
____________________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No.

(=22/73),

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

Chapter No.

22 / Verse No. 73
V

yaayyuha alnas duriba mathalun, faastamiu lahu:
inna alladheena tadoona min dooni ALLAH
lan yakhluqoo " dhubaban" walaw ajtamauoo lahu; ......

ﻝﻩ

ﻯﺍﻯﻩﺍ ﺍﻝﻥﺍﺱ ﺽﺭﺏ ﻡﺙﻝ ﻑﺍﺱﺕﻡﻉﻭﺍ
ﺕﺩﻉﻭﻥ ﻡﻥ ﺩﻭﻥ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ
ﺍﻥ ﺍﻝﺫﻯﻥ
ﻝﻥ ﻯﺥﻝﻕﻭﺍ ﺫﺏﺍﺏﺍ ﻭﻝﻭ ﺍﺝﺕﻡﻉﻭﺍ ﻝﻩ
O people, an example is set forth (here), so listen to it:
those you call upon besides ALLAH

will not create (even) a " housefly" even if they all gathered to do so; ......

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

72

=

in total
total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

6153

=

in total

And then, if we take into account
only this most relevant/critical part above:
inna alladheena tadoona min dooni ALLAH
lan yakhluqoo " dhubaban" walaw ajtamauoo lahu; ......

ﺕﺩﻉﻭﻥ ﻡﻥ ﺩﻭﻥ ﺍﻝﻝﻩ
ﺍﻥ ﺍﻝﺫﻯﻥ
ﻝﻥ ﻯﺥﻝﻕﻭﺍ ﺫﺏﺍﺏﺍ ﻭﻝﻭ ﺍﺝﺕﻡﻉﻭﺍ ﻝﻩ
those you call upon besides ALLAH
will not create (even) a " housefly" even if they all gathered to do so; ......

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

46

=

in total

total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

3719

=

in total

==============
And
Thereafter
==============

wa in yaslubhum " aldhubaabu" shayan
la yastanqidhoohu minhu;
daufa altaalibu wa almatloobu.

ﻭﺍﻥ ﻯﺱﻝﺏﻩﻡ ﺍﻝﺫﺏﺍﺏ ﺵﻯﺍﺍ
ﻯﺱﺕﻥﻕﺫﻭﻩ ﻡﻥﻩ
ﻝﺍ
ﺽﻉﻑ ﺍﻝﻁﺍﻝﺏ ﻭﺍﻝﻡﻁﻝﻭﺏ
and if " the housefly" snatches away anything from them
they can not / will not rescue it from it;
(thus) weak is (both) the seeker and the sought.

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

49

=

in total
total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

3856

=

in total

And then, if we take into account
only this most relevant/critical part above:
wa in yaslubhum " aldhubaabu" shayan
la yastanqidhoohu minhu;

ﻭﺍﻥ ﻯﺱﻝﺏﻩﻡ ﺍﻝﺫﺏﺍﺏ ﺵﻯﺍﺍ
ﻯﺱﺕﻥﻕﺫﻭﻩ ﻡﻥﻩ
ﻝﺍ
and if " the housefly" snatches away anything from them
they can not / will not rescue it from it;

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

32

=

in total
total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

2709

=

in total

_________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

_________________________________________________________________

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter No.

22 / Verse No. 73

O people, an example is set forth (here), so listen to it:
those you call upon besides ALLAH
will not create (even) a " housefly" even if they all gathered to do so; ......
(=yaayyuha alnas, duriba mathalun, faastamiu lahu:
inna alladheena tadoona min dooni ALLAH
lan yakhluqoo " dhubaban" walaw ajtamauoo lahu; ......)

V

V

V

"G.Value"

"housefly"
as/in "whole"
"Chromosome Numbers"

"Letters"

6153

"12"

72

<

^

<

And then, if we take into account
only that "most relevant/critical part" above:

3719

"12"

46

<

^

<

19

=

x ...

19

=

==============

x ...

And
Thereafter
==============

and if " the housefly" snatches away anything from them
they can not / will not rescue it from it;
(thus) weak is (both) the seeker and the sought.
(=wa in yaslubhum " aldhubaabu" shayan
la yastanqidhoohu minhu;
daufa altaalibu wa almatloobu.)

V

V

V

"G.Value"

"housefly"
as/in "whole"
"Chromosome Numbers"

"Letters"

3856

"12"

049

<

^

<

And then, if we take into account
only that "most relevant/critical part" above:

2709

"12"

032

<

^

<

19

=

x ...

19

=

*Please, absolutely note that
due to this most curious and miraculous statement above:
and if " the housefly" snatches away any"thing" from them .........
the total Number of "Letters" have thus rightfully been placed
in this specific manner (=049 &

032), for/in both of those last two Cases therein above;

those "extra zeros" specifically indicating/representing that snatched away "thing"
by "the housefly, " therein, in this most specific Context above.

So now, finally, we will rightfully include
this most specific Chapter/Verse No. (=22/73) into the Account,
for/in all of those Cases above, and then see all of them
in this "Most AMAZING"
finally, now here thus:

& "Most WONDROUS" exactly Same Perfect Manner, again,

x ...

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter No.

22 / Verse No. 73

O people, an example is set forth (here), so listen to it:
those you call upon besides ALLAH
will not create (even) a " housefly" even if they all gathered to do so; ......
(=yaayyuha alnas, duriba mathalun, faastamiu lahu:
inna alladheena tadoona min dooni ALLAH
lan yakhluqoo " dhubaban" walaw ajtamauoo lahu; ......)

V
"G.Value"

6153
<

V

V

V

"housefly"
as/in "pairs"
"Chromosome Numbers"

"Letters"

"Verse"

"6" "6"
^
^

72
<

V
"Chapter"

073
<

22
<

073
<

22
<

And then, if we take into account
only that "most relevant/critical part" above:

3719
<

"6" "6"
^
^

19

=

x ...

46
<

=

19

==============
And
Thereafter
==============

and if " the housefly" snatches away anything from them
they can not / will not rescue it from it;
(thus) weak is (both) the seeker and the sought.

x ...

(=wa in yaslubhum " aldhubaabu" shayan
la yastanqidhoohu minhu;
daufa altaalibu wa almatloobu.)

V

V

V

V

"G.Value"

"housefly"
as/in "pairs"
"Chromosome Numbers"

"Letters"

"Verse"

049
<

73
<

22
<

73
<

22
<

3856
<

"6" "6"
^
^

V
"Chapter"

And then, if we take into account
only that "most relevant/critical part" above:

2709
<

"6" "6"
^
^

19

=

x ...

032
<

=

19

*Please, absolutely note that
the "Verse" Numbers for/in those first two Cases above:
(=073 &

073)

and the total Number of "Letters" for/in those last two Cases above:
(=049 &

032),

are thus perfectly placed in such a complementary manner,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner, from the very beginning,
in this most specific Context therein above;

by all of these absolutely most Superb and matchless

perfect "Creation Designs" of our One and Only LORD ALLAH (=4/166170)
here again

(72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!

V
V

V
V

=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

x ...

(=i.e. thus also and especially,
the precise "chromosome numbers" of the " Housefly"
from the very beginning)
as/in "Numbers" (="Adadan")!

VVV
29 For We have preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No. above ("22/73")
in which
the precise "chromosome numbers" of the " Housefly"
has thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated by our LORD

ALLAH,

from the very Beginning, therein above (="22/73")
as/in a "SCRIPTURE" (="KITAABAN").
(specifically, based upon Number

"19"

again, from the very beginning,

here: 54/49 = 41/53 = "22/73" = 74/2630, 31)

"QURAN TESTAMENT" 72/28 = 78/29
=========================
==============================
73 O people, an example is set forth (here), so listen to it:
Those you call upon besides

ALLAH will not create (even) a "housefly" (="dhubaban")

(=i.e. starting up from its genetic material, e.g. "chromosome structure and related
all "most precise numbers" therein, first of all: 54/49 = 72/28 = 51/49) even if they all gathered to do so.
And if the "housefly" (="dhubabu") snatches away anything from them, they can not / will not rescue it from it.
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it
due to/on "the left side" & due to/on "the right side"
of those "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" above, in this Final Age now.)
(Because) Weak is both the seeker (=i.e. those who would call upon besides

ALLAH worthless idols (=i.e. such

false leaders, false teachers and scholars who blasphemously proclaim themselves to be "Gods,"
or "Sons/Daughters" of God, as intrinsic "partners" or/and "piece/portion/share/part" of HIM
therein: 25/43 = 5/18 = 9/31 = 43/15 = .........)
and (Weak) is the sought (=i.e. those such false leaders, false teachers and scholars themselves above).
74 (But) they (still) can not / do not esteem

ALLAH as HE Must be esteemed.

(For) surely,

ALLAH is thus also and especially, due to/on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables

above now

"Powerful," due to/on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables above now "Mighty!"

ALLAH chooses from among the Angels Messengers and (also) from among the Humans.
(For) surely, ALLAH is again, thus also and especially, due to/on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables
75

above now

"Hearer," due to/on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables above now "Seer!"

76

HE knows all that is between their hands (=i.e. what they do/acquire/achieve/earn in their present and future)

and all that is behind them (=i.e. what they have already done/acquired/achieved/earned in their past). (=31/34 & ......)
And (ultimately) to

ALLAH

"allMatters = "alUmoor" (of Judgment" here: 9/106) are returned.

77 O you who believe, so you shall again, thus especially, due to/on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables
above now "bow down" (before HIM) and due to/on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables
above now "prostrate" (before HIM) and (thus wholeheartedly) serve your LORD (here =48/29);
and (also) do Good = "alKhayr" (here =2/215 & ......) that you may succeed.

ALLAH (=25/52) as you should truthfully strive in HIS (Cause).
(For) HE has chosen you, and HE has not made any hardship for you in the Religion,
78 And strive in (the Cause of)

the Practice of your father Abraham (=in Arabic: Millata Abeekum Ibraheem, here =6/161);
______________________________________________________
* Prophet Abraham (Peace be upon Hᡃ�m) has never proclaᡃ�med hᡃ�mself or anyone else to be
an ᡃ�ntrᡃ�nsᡃ�c "partner" or/and "pᡃ�ece/portᡃ�on/share/part" of HIM,
as such "mushrekeen" (="ᡃ�dolworshᡃ�pers : partnermakers") always blasphemously dᡃ�d ᡃ�t and some of them
stᡃ�ll blasphemously proclaᡃ�mᡃ�ng ᡃ�t thereᡃ�n: 5/18 = 3/6567 = 9/31 = 43/15 = .........);
but Prophet Abraham (Peace be upon Hᡃ�m) has always served ALLAH Alone
as hᡃ�s One and Only GOD = "ILAH" (=ᡃ�.e. "AUTHORITY" to Whom belongs AllPraᡃ�se (=AlHamd) and
AllJudgment (=AlHukm) forever =28/70);
for thᡃ�s Reason, the "Practᡃ�ce of Abraham" (="Mᡃ�llata Ibraheem") emphasᡃ�zed ᡃ�n the above Verse
ᡃ�s called the "Uprᡃ�ght Relᡃ�gᡃ�on" (="Deenan Qᡃ�yaman") here, fᡃ�rst of all =6/161
ᡃ�n whᡃ�ch AllJudgment (=AlHukm) belongs to ALLAH Alone (=as/ᡃ�n "Uprᡃ�ght Relᡃ�gᡃ�on" (="alDeen alQayyᡃ�m")
agaᡃ�n here =12/40
and no one can never be a "partner" (="shareek") ᡃ�n HIS Judgments (=Hukmᡃ�hᡃ�) thereᡃ�n, ᡃ�n no way, never, at all,
from the very begᡃ�nnᡃ�ng.

QURAN TESTAMENT 6/161 = 12/40 = 18/26
______________________________________________________

(for) he (=your father Abraham) has named you:
Surrenderers = "Muslimoon" (to

ALLAH Alone) before (this) and in this (here =2/130132

& ......).

So let the Messenger (=i.e. Angel Messenger "Gabriel" here, first of all: 22/75 = 2/9798) be Witness over you
and you be witness over the people (=3/18 & 9/105 & ......).
And you shall observe the SupportPrayer (here =108/2 & ......) and give the CleansingShare (here =8/41)
and (thus) hold fast to

ALLAH, (for) HE is your Patron. And thus especially,

due to/on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables above now what an Excellent

"Patron,"
and due to/on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables above now what an Excellent "Supporter!"
QURAN TESTAMENT 22/737475767778
==============================
===============
24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.

25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter
(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, at the very beginning, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of

ALLAH here =17/88)!

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but exempts "extra zero" here (=72),
thus specifically for/in that first Case, from/on the left side of our Tables therein above
and It does not letstay (but excludes "extra zero" here (=46),
again, specifically for/in that first Case, also from/on the right side of our Tables therein above
(*because we have thus rightfully placed "extra zero" here (=049)
and then also here (=032), specifically for/in that second Case above,
due to that most curious and miraculous statement therein, as it is clearly emphasized therein.)
29 (Thereupon, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,
due to/within these most Magnificent and essential

"G.Value"

<

first & second Cases

"housefly"
as/in "whole"
"Chromosome Numbers"

^

above:

"Letters"

<

And then, if we take into account
only that "most relevant/critical part" above:

<

^

<

&
"housefly"
"G.Value"

<

as/in "whole"
"Chromosome Numbers"

^

"Letters"

<

And then, if we take into account
only that "most relevant/critical part" above:

<

^

<

and then, also due to/within these (following and absolutely Complementary to the above ones)

most Magnificent and quintessential

third & fourth Cases

"G.Value"

above:

"housefly"
as/in "pairs"
"Chromosome Numbers"

<

^

"Letters"

^

<

"Verse"

"Chapter"

<

<

<

<

And then, if we take into account
only that "most relevant/critical part" above:

<

^

^

<

&
"G.Value"

"housefly"
as/in "pairs"
"Chromosome Numbers"

<

^

"Letters"

"Verse"

<

<

<

<

<

^

"Chapter"

And then, if we take into account
only that "most relevant/critical part" above:

<

^

^

<

due to/on all of those "left sides" & due to/on all of those "right sides" therein above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)
31 And
and

"19"!

We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels;

We did not make their number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected,

so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attainCertainty,
and those who have Faith (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall deeplyincrease (in) Faith,
and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and the Faithful (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall never have any doubt,
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall (still) say:
"What is it that

ALLAH has (really) meant by this "Allegory" (cited above,

within those most specific 2430th Verses above.)
Thus,

ALLAH sends astray whoever wishes (to go astray) e.g.

especially, due to the "Signs" (="Ayat")

on the left side of those "19" coded Tables again above, (=29/47)
and

HE guides whoever wishes (to go guided) e.g.

especially, due to the "Signs" (="Ayat")

on the right side of those "19" coded Tables again above, (=29/49)
====================
* Please, absolutely note that
those "Sᡃ�gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the left sᡃ�de" above (=29/47),

and
those "Sᡃ�gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the rᡃ�ght sᡃ�de" above (=29/49),
are thus dᡃ�rectly related to the "Remᡃ�nder" (="Dhᡃ�kra") thereᡃ�n, fᡃ�rst of all (=29/47 = 29/49 = 29/51),
and "19" coded, "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" ᡃ�s that "Remᡃ�nder" (="Dhᡃ�kra") here (=74/2630, 31),
from the very begᡃ�nnᡃ�ng!
=====================
And none know the Forces of your LORD except

HIM;

and "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as clearly pointed out
in the above 2630th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all humanity.
*****
54 Indeed, it is (also) a "Commemorative" (="Tadhkira" ) above.
55 So whoever wishes will "takeCommemoration" (="Dhakarahu")
(as clearly pointed out at the very end of Verse No. 31 above.)
56 But none will "takeCommemoration" (="yaDhkuruna") except if

ALLAH wills

(when/if HE finds deep Love and Sincerity and true Inclination towards

HIM

in the hearts and minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/2728).
(For)

HE (Alone) is

especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds

due to all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on the left side of those

"19" coded Tables again above, "29/47" = 25/7376)

The Source of

Salvation,

and especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds
due to all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on the right side of those

"19" coded Tables again above, "29/49" = 25/7376)

The Source of

Forgiveness!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2430, 31, ..... 5456)
=============================

Remain in peace/salaam.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

Our LORD

ALLAH has thus most Wisely and perfectly Informed us about

HIS Amazing Creatures = "Houseflies" and their most curious/miraculous Deeds therein,
in QURAN TESTAMENT, exclusively, here (=22/73), in the first place,

and thereby,

HE has also most Superbly and perfectly Created

over their precise Number of "Chromosomes" therein

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above),
that we may again absolutely see the Fact that:

HE has created all things in such a "PreciseMEASURE" therein:

"G.Value"

3856
<

"Chromosome Numbers"

"6" "6"
^
^

"Letters"

"Verse"

049
<

73
<

"Chapter"

22
<

from the very Beginning (=54/49)!

HE has preciselycounted all things as/in "Number" therein:
"G.Value"

2709
<

"Chromosome Numbers"

"6" "6"
^
^

"Letters"

"Verse"

032
<

73
<

"Chapter"

22
<

from the very Beginning (=72/28)!

HE has preciselycounted all things as/in "SCRIPTURE" (="QURAN TESTAMENT") therein:
"G.Value"

3856
<

"Chromosome Numbers"

"6" "6"
^
^

"Letters"

"Verse"

049
<

73
<

"Chapter"

22
<

from the very Beginning (=78/29)!

in such a "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS"

Perfectly "Symmetrical" MIRACLES (="Dhikra") above (51/"49"

= 74/2630, "31" ),

from the very Beginning (45/4 = 41/53 = 22/73 = 74/2630)!

That we may again thus clearly and unmistakably understand the Fact that

is only One Real GOD (=ALLAH),
from the Eternity to the Eternity,
=there

=there

is only One True Message (=QURAN TESTAMENT)

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Humanity, in this Final Age now,

therein again, in the first place: QURAN TESTAMENT

Remain in peace/salaam

And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....

22/737475767778

